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ABSTRACT

users. Besides, learning with confidence [4] can utilize another
category of confidence labels for instances to generate the important weights. However, it requires much more efforts for labeling
and the confidence scores might be inconsistent, for example, some
users are self-confident and universally assign high confidences to
instances while others are not and assign low confidences.
In this paper, we investigate the insufficient sampling bias problem, i.e., the bias occurs because of insufficient samples, but the
sampling process is unbiased. For many sophisticated learning
tasks such as speech recognition and information extraction, it is
very difficult, time-consuming, or expensive to obtain sufficient labeled instances for training [6], and thus the training dataset may
distribute differently from the test, and these datasets may be very
noisy.
In doing this, we present two assumptions on the distributions
of the training and test datasets for satisfying insufficient sampling
bias, where the variances of the training and test instances can be
different, however, their distribution categories and expectations
should be the same. For example, the probability distributions
of the training and test instances are two Gaussian distributions
2
2
N (μ, σtrain
) and N (μ, σtest
), which share a same expectation
2
2
μ, but have different variances σtrain
and σtest
. Obviously, our
assumptions are weaker than i.i.d.
Based on the assumptions, we propose a practical weighting scheme
for the empirical loss function in conventional passive learning,
and present IWPL, an importance weighted passive learning framework. Furthermore, we provide IWSVM, an importance weighted
SVM for validation.
Specifically, we evaluate the probability distribution of the training dataset with the dissimilarity between each instance to the distribution expectation of the instances. Besides, we estimate the
distribution of the test dataset based on the ranks of the training
instances if we order them according to their dissimilarity to the
distribution expectation of the instances.
It is less precise but more robust to adopt the ranks of the objectives to approximately represent their probabilities, which have
been explored for many problems. For example, in evaluation systems, Borda count[1] transforms the review scores of the items
from different reviewers into a set of partial rankings, and assigns
a score of 1/ri to a given item ti that has a rank of ri , indicating
that ti has a probability of 1/ri to be ordered at the first rank. Then
these items can be aggregated and ordered according to their total
scores for evaluation. This method can achieve acceptable performance even when the review data is very sparse.
The effectiveness of our approach can be understood from another perspective. In order to reduce the sample bias, the distribution of the instances should be discounted with a rank-based weight
1
. This rank-based weighting scheme is also adopted to dislog(1+r)

Importance weighted active learning (IWAL) introduces a weighting scheme to measure the importance of each instance for correcting the sampling bias of the probability distributions between
training and test datasets. However, the weighting scheme of IWAL
involves the distribution of the test data, which can be straightforwardly estimated in active learning by interactively querying users
for labels of selected test instances, but difficult for conventional
learning where there are no interactions with users, referred as passive learning. In this paper, we investigate the insufficient sampling bias problem, i.e., bias occurs only because of insufficient
samples, but the sampling process is unbiased. In doing this, we
present two assumptions on the sampling bias, based on which we
propose a practical weighting scheme for the empirical loss function in conventional passive learning, and present IWPL, an importance weighted passive learning framework. Furthermore, we
provide IWSVM, an importance weighted SVM for validation. Extensive experiments demonstrate significant advantages of IWSVM
on benchmarks and synthetic datasets.
Categories and Subject Descriptors: H.2.8 [Database Management]: Database Applications–Data mining; I.2.6 [Artificial Intelligence]: Learning
General Terms: Algorithms, Performance, Experimentation
Keywords: Classification, Learning with confidence, Discounted
confidence

1. INTRODUCTION
For correcting the bias of the probability distributions between
training and test datasets, importance weighted learning [2, 7] was
proposed, where the importance weight of each instance can be
adjusted for the empirical loss function according to the probability distributions of the training and test datasets. However, the
weighting scheme involves probability distribution of test dataset,
which can be easily estimated in active learning by interactively
querying users for labels of selected test instances, but difficult for
conventional passive learning where there are no interactions with
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count the relevance gain of the document at the rank i in the accuracy measure of NDCG [3] for document ranking in information
retrieval, and has been widely used in XML retrieval, database and
collaborative filtering [5].

2.

labels, to evaluate the important weights for instances in the empirical loss function. In this situation, binary classification can be
represented naturally as a regression problem.
However, first of all, it requires much more efforts for labeling.
Even these confidence scores are available, they might be inconsistent, for example, some users are self-confident and universally
assign high confidences to the instances while others are not and
assign low confidences.
In summary, to our best knowledge, there are no practical method
to estimate importance weights of instances for conventional passive learning.

PROBLEM STATEMENT

Conventional passive learning. Let T = {(xi , yi )}n
i=1 ⊆ X ×
Y be the training instances, where xi ∈ X is a training instance
following a probability distribution P (x), and yi ∈ Y is the label
of xi following a conditional probability distribution P (y|x).
Let f (x; θ) : X → Y be a classifier for estimating the class
label y for the input instance x, where θ represents the parameters
that need to learn. Let L(y, f (x; θ)) : Y × Y → R≥0 be the loss
function at an input instance x, which measures the discrepancy
between the ground truth label value y and its estimation f (x; θ).
Since the instance X and the label Y are two random variables
following the joint probability distribution P (X, Y ), a learning algorithm learns the parameter θ by minimizing the expectation of
the loss function, formally:
»Z
LEXP = arg min
θ

X ×Y

Insufficient sampling bias. In this paper, we focus on the insufficient sampling bias, i.e., bias occurs only if we cannot obtain sufficient instances for training, but the sampling process is unbiased.
In doing this, we present two assumptions on the training and test
datasets for satisfying insufficient sample bias.
A SSUMEPTION 1. Category assumption. The probability distributions of the training and test datasets (ptrain and ptest ) belong
to a same distribution category.

–
P (x, y)L(y, f (x; θ)) dxdy .

A SSUMEPTION 2. Expectation assumption. For each class,
the distribution expectations of training and test datasets are the
same, formally:

In conventional passive learning, a standard empirical loss function to learn the parameter θ is shown as follows:
"
LEM P = arg min
θ

1
n

n
X

E[Xtrain , Ytrain ] = E[Xtest , Ytest ] = E[X, Y ],

#

where Xtrain and Xtrain be two random variables of the training and test instances respectively.

L(yi , f (xi ; θ)) .

i=1

However, conventional passive learning fails to consider importance weights for instance, resulting to deteriorated performances.

We can use the average value of the instances to estimate their
expectation. For each class, the difference is very small between
the average values of the training and test datasets, formally:

Importance weighted active learning. For many problems, the
distribution of the training data can be quite different from the test
data. Let ptrain (x) and ptest (x) be the probability density functions corresponding to the distributions of the training and test data
respectively. The importance of the instance xi can be measured
by the ratio of test and training densities, formally:

˛
˛
˛
1
˛
∀y ∈ Y : ˛
˛ |{(xTi , y)}|
˛

where  is a small positive real number, (xTi , y) and (xE
j , y) are
a training and a test instance respectively, and both of them are
labeled as y.
In this case, the distribution variances of the training and test
datasets can be different due to different sampling rounds, however, their distribution categories are the same, and their expectations are so close that they can be recognized as the same as well.
2
2
For example, ptrain ∼ N (μ, σtrain
) and ptest ∼ N (μ, σtest
),
two Gaussian distributions, are distribution density functions of the
training and test datasets. They share a same expectation μ, but
2
2
have different variances σtrain
and σtest
. Such relationship guarantees that the distribution of the test dataset can be estimated with
the distribution of the training dataset.
Obviously, the category and expectation assumptions are weaker
than the independent and identically distribution (i.i.d.) assumption. Thus the problem is: based on these two assumptions, how
to practically estimate importance weights of instances for conventional passive learning.

ptest (xi )
wi =
.
ptrain (xi )
In active learning, the probability distribution ptest (xi ) at the
instance xi in the test dataset can be obtained via interactions with
users. First of all, a small subset of unlabeled instances are selected
from the test dataset to interactively query users for labels of selected test instances. Then the probability distribution of the test
dataset can be estimated by responses of users.
In doing this, importance weighted active learning [2, 7] presents
an unbias empirical loss function LIW AL , where the function value
LIW AL (xi ) at a given instance xi was weighted by wi , formally:
"

LIW AL

˛
˛
X T
X E ˛˛
1
˛
˛
xi − ˛ E
xj ˛ ≤ ,
˛
{(xj , y)}˛
˛
∀(xT
∀(xE
i ,y)
j ,y)

#
n
1X
= arg min
wi L(yi , f (xi ; θ)) .
n i=1
θ

Although importance weighted learning introduces a weighting
scheme wi to the empirical loss function, it involves probability
distributions of test dataset, which is difficult for estimation in conventional passive learning. Generally this weighting scheme can be
only successfully adopted in active learning, where the distribution
of the test instances can be estimated by requesting to the users.

3.

IMPORTANCE WEIGHTED PASSIVE
LEARNING

In this section, we introduce IWPL, an important weighted passive learning framework based on the category and expectation assumptions for the insufficient sampling bias problem.

Learning with confidence. Learning with confidence [4] can utilize confidence scores, another category of labels besides the class
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3.1

Weighted Empirical Loss Function LIW P L

probability distributions of the training and test datasets, the importance weighting scheme can be estimated as follows:

Probability distribution of the training dataset. Let E(X) be the
distribution expectation of the training instances, the distribution
at a given training instance xi involves two issues: the distance
from xi to E(X) and the angle of the corresponding vectors of the
instances xi and E(X).
Actually these two issues can also be estimated by the similarity/dissimilarity measures between instances. For example, the Euclidean distance measures the distance between instances, the vector cosine measures the angle of the corresponding vectors of the
instances, or we can conceive a combined one that involves both.
Thus, it is very natural and straightforward to utilize the dissimilarity dis (xi , E(X)) between a given training instance xi and the
distribution expectation E(X) for estimating the probability distribution at xi in the training dataset, formally:
p̂train (xi ) ∝

ŵi ∝

Thus the loss function can be represented as follows:
»
LIW CL = arg min
θ

–
dis (xi , E(X))
L(yi , f (xi ; θ)) .
log(1 + ri )

The effectiveness of our approach can be understood from another perspective. In order to reduce the sample bias, the distribution of the instances should be discounted with a rank-based weight
1
. This rank-based weighting scheme is also adopted to dislog(1+r)
count the relevance gain of the document at the rank i in the accuracy measure of NDCG [3] for document ranking in information
retrieval, and has been widely used in XML retrieval, database and
collaborative filtering [5].

1
.
dis (xi , E(X))

Probability distribution of the test dataset. Assumptions (1) and
(2) guarantee that the probability distribution of the training dataset
in the training data can be used to estimate that of the test dataset.
The dissimilarities of two instances xi and xj to the distribution
expectation, dis(xi , E(X)) = 3 and dis(xj , E(X)) = 5, involves
two aspects of information: (i) the scores of 3 and 5, and (ii) their
preference dis(xi , E(X)) < dis(xj , E(X)). For estimating the
distribution of the test dataset with the training dataset, the scores
are meaningless due to different variances in these two datasets,
however, the preference still works.

3.2

Implementation of LIW P L for SVM

In conventional SVM, the empirical loss function LEM P is implemented by maximizing the margin among support vectors. Let
φ be the function used to map the linear vector xi into a higher
(maybe infinite) dimensional space. Let C > 0 be the penalty parameter for classification errors. Let ξi be the slack variable. Let
K(xi , xj ) = φ(xTi xj ) be a kernel function. For binary classification problems, the maximum margin-based loss function for SVM
is represented as follows:

E XAMPLE 1. Let E(X) be the distribution expectation of the
instances. Let xi and xj be two training instances following the
probability distribution density function ptrain , where dis(xi , E(X))
< dis(xj , E(X)) and ptrain (xi ) < ptrain (xj ). Suppose that
xm and xn are two test instances following the distribution density function ptest and dis(xm , E(X)) < dis(xn , E(X)). In this
case, ptest (xm ) < ptest (xn ) holds according to the category and
expectation assumptions.
If we order these instances based on their average dissimilarity
to the distribution expectation, each instance receives a rank value.
The importance weight of the training instances xi should be proportionate to that of the test instance xm if they have a same rank.
The distribution of the test dataset is estimated formally as follows:
p̂test (xi ) ∝

p̂test (xi )
dis (xi , E(X))
=
.
p̂train (xi )
log(1 + ri )

θ,ξ

s. t.

yi (θT φ(xi )) ≥ 1 − ξi ,
ξi ≥ 0.

P
where C n
i=1 ξi refers to the hinge loss function, an implementation of the empirical loss function LEM P , and ||θ||2 refers to
the regularization of the parameters for reduction of the classifier’s
complexity.
In our implementation of LIW P L , the penalty of the classification error ξi is weighted by the estimation of the importance weight
ŵi , formally:

1
.
log(1 + ri )

arg min
θ,ξ

It is less precise but more robust to adopt the ranking of the objectives to approximately represent their probabilities, which have
been explored for many problems. For example, in evaluation systems, Borda count[1] transformed the review scores of the items
from different reviewers into a set of partial rankings, and aggregated them for group recommendation. This method can achieve
acceptable performance even when the review data is very sparse.
Adopting the ranking of the objectives to approximately represent their probabilities has been explored for many problems. In
the Borda count method [1] for ranking aggregation, the form of
the r1 has already been used to represent the rank-based gains of
the votes (probabilities) for each reviewer. In p̂test we use a logarithmic variant to yield a meaningful score for p̂test (xi ) even if xi
has a very high rank.

X
1
ξi
||θ||2 + C
2
i=1
n

arg min

1
||w||2 + C
2

X
yi =+1

ŵi ξi +

X

!
ŵi ξi

yi =−1

s. t. θT φ(xi )) ≥ 1 − ξi ,
ξi ≥ 0.

4.

EXPERIMENTS

We chose SVM as our comparison partner. Our implementation
of IWSVM was based on SVM. A direct comparison of the two
will provide valuable and irreplaceable insights.
We chose the liner kernel function in both IWSVM and SVM. In
order to demonstrate the promises of IWSVM, we conducted two
series of experiments on two benchmark and a synthetic datasets
respectively. For each experiment, we ran each algorithm 5 times
randomly and returned the average accuracy as the result for comparison.

The proposed loss function LIW P L . With the estimations of the
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(a) Accuracy for WDBC

sian model generated 500 instances for training and 500 instances
for test. Then we gradually added the noisy instances into the original training data to evaluate the performances of IWSVM and SVM
with noisy data. The positive noisy instances were generated by the
Gaussian model for generating negative ones, and vice versa.
In this experiment, the numbers of the positive and negative noisy
instances varied from 10 to 100 in increments of 10. The experimental results are shown in Figure 2. From the figure we can see
that IWSVM significantly gains significantly in accuracy. Although
the accuracy of the two methods deteriorate with the increase of
the number of the noisy instances in each class, the accuracy of
the IWSVM deteriorates much slower than that of the SVM with
the increase of the number of the noisy instances. For example,
both of the two methods achieved similar accuracies (a little more
than 99%) with the original data; The learning accuracy of SVM
were 74.4% and 65.9% when 50 and 100 noisy instances were introduced in each class, while the accuracy of IWSVM were 96.1%
and 88.0% respectively.

IWSVM
SVM

(b) Accuracy for Statlog (Heart)

Figure 1: Accuracy of the SVM and IWSVM with different
numbers of the instances for training.
100
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5. CONCLUSION
For correcting the insufficient sampling bias between the probability distributions of the training and test datasets with conventional passive learning, we proposed a practical weighting scheme
for estimating the importance of each instance, and presented IWPL,
an importance weighted passive learning framework. Furthermore,
we provide IWSVM, an importance weighted SVM for validation.
We experimentally compared IWSVM with SVM on benchmarks
and synthetic datasets, demonstrating the accuracy gain of IWSVM.
Given the novelty of the approach, for future work we plan to
perform a systematic study on IWSVM, both theoretically and experimentally. Besides, it is interesting to explore the effectiveness
of LIW P L for other conventional passive learning algorithms such
as logistic regression and neural network. Last but not least, it is
essential to apply IWSVM to other application domains for validation purposes.

SVM
IWSVM

50
10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
Number of the noisy instances in each category

Figure 2: Accuracy of the SVM and IWSVM with different
numbers of the noisy instances in each category.

4.1

Experiments with Small Data

This experiment demonstrates that IWSVM can achieve the same
or even higher learning accuracy with a smaller dataset in comparison with conventional passive learning.
In this experiment, we used two classic UCI benchmarks, WDBC
and Statlog (Heart). We randomly selecting different numbers of
the instances from the training pool for IWSVM and SVM to evaluate their performance with small data. In particular, the proportions of the selected training instances varied from 10% to 100% in
increments of 10%.
The experimental results are shown in Figure 1. From the figure
we can see that IWSVM significantly gains in accuracy. Although
the accuracy of the two methods improves with the increase of the
the number of the training instances, IWSVM achieved the similar
or even higher accuracy with a small volume data in comparison
with SVM. In particular, for the WDBC dataset, as shown in Figure 1(a), IWSVM achieved the accuracy of 97.4% with only 50%
training instances, while SVM could not outperform it even with
100% training instances. For the Statlog dataset, as shown in Figure 1(b), IWSVM achieved the accuracy of 80.6% with only 60%
training instances, while SVM could not outperform it even with
100% training instances.
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Experiments with Noisy Data

This experiment demonstrates the promises of the IWSVM with
the noisy data in comparison with conventional passive learning.
We used a synthetic dataset for this experiment. For simplicity and easy demonstration, we employed two-dimensional features
for representation of the instances. The generation process of the
instances are as follows. First of all, we built two Gaussian models
to generate the two categories of instances respectively. In particular, the first model generated positive instances, where the expectation and standard deviation were (0,0) and 0.5 respectively. The
second model generated negative instances, where the expectation
and standard deviation were (3,3) and 2 respectively. Every Gaus-
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